
Instructional Materials
Setup Considerations



Objectives

Participants will understand:
• Hierarchy of instructional materials
• Approval options
• Options for tweaking the material templates

• Understanding materials suggestions



Items Searchable in the Materials Bank
All public instructional materials (lesson, units and resources) 
are searchable in the Materials Bank to users who are 
permissioned to view them. For example, teachers see anything 
public at their school or the district level.
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Materials can be ‘freestanding’ or linked together. All are 
searchable independently. Resources and assessments can nest 
under lessons or instructional units. Lessons can nest under 
instructional units.



How Do Instructional Materials Get 
In the Materials Bank?

• Teachers can add materials to their My Materials 
area for private use

• Teachers and other educators can submit 
materials to share

• Users with the ‘Review instructional materials’ 
operation can approve submitted materials and 
add their own materials directly to the level at 
which they have the operation (school or district)

• Can create a custom role for the operation if you 
don’t want all users in a system role to have it
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Approval Options

• By default, site is set up so that teacher 
optionally submits material to school > 
approved at school > optionally sent to district 
> approved at district

• Hosting configuration available to bypass 
school level for materials and assessment 
items. 
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Suggested Materials
Suggested materials appear automatically on the initial search 
screen unless this option is disabled (System > Classrooms > 
Materials Suggestions).



Which suggested materials appear?

Suggested material selections are based on:

• Upcoming assessments (materials aligned to standards on 
upcoming tests that had the lowest mastery rate)

• Upcoming instruction (materials aligned to standards that have 
been scheduled on the teacher’s lesson planner)

• Recent assessment results (materials aligned to standards on 
recent tests that had the lowest mastery rate)

• Lesson plans are suggested over instructional units

• If the user has no sections assigned or there are no 
suggestions available, the five most highly rated materials 
appear



CUSTOMIZING CONTENT FIELDS
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Instructional Materials Configurations

The Systems > Classrooms 
settings for each material type 
will display in the District 
templates when creating 
materials.



Instructional Materials 
Configurations

• For each material type (instructional unit, lesson, resource 
and assessment), determine if you want to stay with the 
default fields or modify

• Pick field names that will apply over as many subjects and 
grade levels as possible

• Unused fields do not appear on the final material, so you can 
include fields that only apply to some subjects or schools

• Don’t delete fields that already have content, but okay to 
rename

• All material types can link to standards 
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Defining Lesson 
Plan Content Field 
Names
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• Lesson Plans are units of 
instruction that address a 
theme/topic related to the 
instructional unit, and can stand 
alone or be linked to an 
Instructional Unit

• Lesson can link to resources 
and/or assessments

• Determine up to 15 field names 
that will be part of the template 
when creating Lesson Plans

Lesson Plan Field Names
1.Objective
2.Essential Questions
3.Overview
4.Materials
5.Vocabulary
6.Evaluation
7.Extended Learning 
Opportunities
8.Suggestions for Differentiation
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.



Defining 
Instructional Unit 
Field Names
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• Instructional Units can link to 
lesson, resources and assessments

• Like lessons, can be scheduled 
directly on lesson planners

• Determine up to 15 field names 
that will represent components of 
an Instructional Unit

Instructional Unit Field 
Names
1.Goal
2.Big Idea/Overview
3.Essential Questions
4.Students will need to know…
5.Students will be able to…
6.Suggested Materials
7.Sample Assessment
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.



Defining 
Assessment 
Content Fields
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• ‘Assessment’ as used in Instructional 
Materials is intended as a way to attach a 
rubric, unit test, review assignment, study 
guide, quiz, etc., to a lesson or unit

• These are not linked in any way to 
benchmark or classroom tests created in 
Assessment Admin (although you could 
reference them by title)

Assessment Field 
Names
1.Assessment Type
2.Objectives
3.Assessment Content
4.Assessment Key
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.



Defining Resource 
Content Field Names
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• A resource can be a worksheet, description of 
a media center holding, image, audio file or 
other instructional support material

• Useful when a material will be used in multiple 
lessons (such as a state map) – can just 
attach the same resource  over again

• Determine up to 15 field names that will be 
viewable when creating and editing resources

• As with other types, does not have to have 
any additional fields if not needed

Resource Content
Field Names
1.Resource Content
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.



Defining Resource 
Formats

• Items in red in the list to the right 
are pre-populated in Schoolnet as 
formats users can choose when 
creating resources.  This is helpful 
when others are searching for 
resources in the materials banks.

• The icons no longer apply – do not 
use

Resource Formats
1.Audio 
2.Book
3.Exemplary Student Work
4.Handout/Worksheet
5.Image
6.Manipulative
7.Teacher Resource
8.Presentation
9.Software
10.Video
11.Web Site
12.
13.
14.
15.



Organizers

• What kind of teacher methods or instructional strategies are widely used 
in the district (e.g., small group instruction, Blooms, collaborative 
learning)?

• Are your existing curricular materials organized or “tagged” in this 
manner (e.g., are existing lesson plans designated as Small Group 
Instruction)?

• Users can search for materials by organizers that are customizable at the 
district level



Defining 
Organizers

• Organizers provide you 
with a way to categorize 
materials

• Classrooms comes with a 
set of default organizers 
(listed in red to the right) 
that can be deleted, 
edited, or replaced

Organizer
Category

Instruction Items

1.Teaching 
Methods

Cooperative Learning, Team 
teaching, Lecture, Lab, Hands-on 
instruction, Think Pair Share, 
Experiential learning

2.Grouping Heterogeneous grouping, 
Homogeneous grouping, 
Individualized instruction, Large 
Group instruction, Small group 
instruction, Non-graded 
instructional grouping

3.Differentiated 
Instruction

Remediation, Acceleration, ESOL, 
Gifted/Talented

4.Bloom’s 
Taxonomy

I. Knowledge, II. Comprehension, 
III. Application, IV. Analysis, V. 
Synthesis, VI. Evaluation

5.Gardner’s 
Multiple 
Intelligences

Bodily-Kinesthetic, Interpersonal, 
Intrapersonal, Linguistic, Logical-
Mathematical, Musical, Naturalist, 
Spatial



TIPS FOR CONTENT CREATION
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Avoid using:
• Multiple spaces (use either an indent or tab)

Multiple spaces do not translate well into HTML code.
• “Copied and pasted” columns

The columns of text will turn into one column in HTML code.
• Keep it simple

Simple can be elegant—the more complex the formatting is, 
the more issues that may arise when copying and pasting.

Formatting Considerations



Aligning Materials to Standards
Align applicable standards to all materials. Can include 
standards across subjects and grade levels.



Linking Related Materials



Adding Organizers
Tag materials by selecting organizers. Tags improve 
“searchability” when using the advanced search options.



Inventory by Standard
To identify gaps in available materials, perform a standards 
search and look at the number of materials available per 
standard and type.


